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SIGNS OF HEAT
Some does show little or no signs of 
estrus, a phenomenon known as silent 
heat. Here are ten ways to recognize goat 
heat:

1. The doe gets talkative
She may vocalize more than usual. Nu-
bians may literally scream while in heat. 
If no buck is present, she may moan and 
blubber as a buck in rut would.

2. The doe wags her tail.
She usually wags her tail, a behavior 
known as flagging, and may let you han-
dle it. Even while flagging, a doe that’s 
not in standing heat will spurn a buck’s 
attentions.

3. The doe’s personality changes.
A normally submissive doe may become 
aggressive, while a normally aggressive 
doe may allow other goats to boss her 
around.

4. Her tail gets sticky.
The area under her tail may become 
red, swollen, and wet with a gel-like 

discharge. Identify vaginal discharge by 
noticing if hair at the sides of the tail 
appears damp or clumps together.

5. Milk volume changes.
She may resist getting on the milk stand, 
may give less milk than usual, and may 
have little interest in eating. (If this pat-
tern lasts over two days, it could indicate 
illness.)

6. Your does act bucky.
If no buck is present, she may mount 
other does or allow them to mount her. 
When other does sniff at her tail, she 
may lift it to accommodate them.

7. The doe urinates often.
Does in heat usually urinate more often. 
Her urine contains pheromones, and a 
buck will stick his nose into the urine 
stream, raise his head, and curl his upper 
lip to get a good whiff.

8. The buck acts goofy.
If she comes into heat near a buck, he 
will wag his tongue, slap a front hoof 
against the ground, and urinate on his 

own face. He may even do this when he 
smells the doe’s odor on you.

9. The doe stands for mating.
If not in standing heat, she will move 
away when a buck tries to mount her. 
A receptive doe remains still or may 
urgently push her body against his. 
Mating takes only seconds and the buck 
arches and throws his head back during 
ejaculation.

10. The buck rag trick.
Rub a cloth on a mature buck’s fore-
head, then place it in a sealed container. 
When you open the container near a 
doe in estrus, she will show clear signs of 
excitement.

THE TWO-MONTH RULE
When I have a doe ready to be bred, I 
leave her with our buck for two months. 
She will cycle at least twice. Leaving her 
longer than two months can be counter-
productive, because the buck may lose 
interest in breeding.
Originally written by Gail Damerow in 
2015.

Breeds that cycle year around include fainting goats, Kinder, Boer, Kiko, Nigerian Dwarf, Spanish, Pygmy, and sometimes Nubian 
goats. Alpine breeds experience heat cycles about mid-summer until the end of the year. Seasonal breeders include Alpine, LaMan-
cha, Oberhasli, Saanen, and Toggenburg goats. Angoras are also seasonal. 
Estrus lasts for 2 to 3 days, starting gradually, reaching a peak, and then tapering off. During the peak, known as standing heat, a 
doe is receptive to a buck’s attention and can become pregnant. The time between the start of one estrus and the start of the next is 
called the estrous cycle. Different does have different estrous cycles that can range from 17-25 days, with 19 days being typical.  


